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This best-selling guide provides a complete, practical, up-to-date introduction to network and

computer security. SECURITY+ GUIDE TO NETWORK SECURITY FUNDAMENTALS, Fifth

Edition, maps to the new CompTIA Security+ SY0-401 Certification Exam, providing thorough

coverage of all domain objectives to help readers prepare for professional certification and career

success. The text covers the essentials of network security, including compliance and operational

security; threats and vulnerabilities; application, data, and host security; access control and identity

management; and cryptography. The extensively updated Fifth Edition features a new structure

based on major domains, a new chapter dedicated to mobile device security, expanded coverage of

attacks and defenses, and new and updated information reflecting recent developments and

emerging trends in information security, such as virtualization. New hands-on and case activities

help readers review and apply what they have learned, and end-of-chapter exercises direct readers

to the Information Security Community Site for additional activities and a wealth of learning

resources, including blogs, videos, and current news and information relevant to the information

security field.
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Get ahead with CompTIA Security+ Guide to Network Security Fundamentals (with CertBlaster

Card)              View larger              View larger              View larger              View larger          

Prepare for success on the SY0-401 CompTIA Security+ exam.   Text aligns with exam objectives

to help you prepare effectively for professional certification and career success.       Relevant



content you can use.   Text covers essential network and computer security topics, including

compliance and operational security; threats and vulnerabilities; application, data, and host security;

access control and identity management; and cryptography.       Apply what you have learned.  

Hands-on and case projects as well as a range of realistic scenarios included for real-world

preparation.       Beyond the text.   End-of-chapter exercises direct you to the InfoSec Community

Server website for up-to-the-minute news and information, additional exercises, blogs, discussion

boards, podcasts, video feeds, and other useful resources.

#BeUnstoppable with MindTap!              View larger              View larger              View larger             

View larger           Perform better with MindTap.       The more time spent in MindTap, the better the

results.       Using MindTap throughout your course matters.       Students using apps perform better

on assignments.

Everything in One Place with MindTap              View larger              View larger              View larger  

           View larger           Tap into engagement.   MindTap empowers you to produce your best

workÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•consistently. MindTap shows where you stand at all

timesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•both individually and compared to the highest performers in class.      

MindTap is designed to help you master the material.   Interactive videos, animations, and activities

create a learning path designed by your instructor to guide you through the course and focus on

whatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s important.       MindTap is mobile.   The new MindTap Mobile App provides

the mobility and flexibility for you to make any time study time.       MindTap helps you stay

organized and efficient.   MindTap gives you the study tools to master the material.

"I was especially impressed by the information in Chapter 14 regarding policies. The chapter leaves

the reader with a good understanding of how, why, and when to create policies, along with how to

implement them into an organization.""Ch 12 does a great job of taking an age old security topic like

passwords, and putting an interesting spin on it in ways that students will be able to relate

to.""Chapter 13 does a good job discussing many different redundancy based technologies and it

also excels in keepting the discussions pointed and brief.""The end of the chapter hands on projects

are great and the support the concepts in the chapter as a whole. The chapter does prepare the

student to complete all the end of chapter projects.""The introduction to is excellent! It gives a great

scenario of an event that can and have occurred with within the security realm. It give a great lead

into the overall point of chapter 12 on why secure passwords are essential and how social media



can be hacked if you do not setup secure passwords. The section on Passwords and Biometrics is

excellent."

Mark Ciampa is Assistant Professor of Computer Information Systems at Western Kentucky

University in Bowling Green, Kentucky. For 20 years, he served as Associate Professor and Director

of Academic Computing at Volunteer State Community College in Gallatin, Tennessee. Dr. Ciampa

has worked in the IT industry as a computer consultant for multiple public and private enterprises. In

addition, he is the author of many Cengage books, including CWNA GUIDE TO WIRELESS LANS,

3e; CWSP GUIDE TO WIRELESS SECURITY; GUIDE TO WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS; and

NETWORKING BASICS. He earned a PhD in digital communication systems from Indiana State

University.

I got this for a class, Intro Cybersecurity, an area I've know little about until now. Overall, nice

presentation of the subject, but can't give it five stars because the editing missed a few important

errors, like the wrong answers to at least one of the review questions, and a set of odd index

references to chapter indexes that don't exist. The author deserved better support by the publisher.

I chose to rent do the price difference of buying. ($28 vs $222). I expected some wear and tear but

these conditiones to me seemed worse. I couldn't see the book lasting the whole semester unless I

just kept it on the bookshelf. Downside is I now do not have a book for class tomorrow and will most

likely pay $222 to make sure I get a good book.

Needed this book for an IT security concepts class. Overall the book is well structured, where the

basics of IT security are laid out and then each chapter introduces new concepts that build on that

initial framework. Similarly, it's a great overview of core security concepts, it's a very easy text to

read, and the author goes to great lengths to easily explain the more difficult to understand subjects

(e.g. cryptography and secure communications).The only minor hiccup I encountered is that early

chapters start heavily referencing networking protocols, but the chapter that goes in depth regarding

protocols is about half-way through the text. It's not a major problem, since detailed explanations of

the protocols eventually come, but it may be a bit bothersome initially if this is your first introduction

to anything in the IT, networking, and/or IT security realm.

The product I purchased claimed to be a new textbook and contain an original/ unopened access



code for online access. The book I received did appear to be new, however, it had an already

opened Certblaster access code that had been ripped apart and unglued. Fortunately I was able to

login online with the code, however, I am nervous about a third party having access or having

obtained/ sold the unique access code. In the future, I plan to purchase textbooks with proprietary

online codes directly from the publisher. I have bought many things on  and this was by far the most

disappointing experience.

This is one of the best books to read over and study for those that are preparing to take the Comptia

Security + exaM

It's okay, but many of the assignments use information and links that are outdated.

excellent guide

Buying the book made it easier to study for the class. I had the pleasure of meeting the author in my

networking class. The author is a teacher at WKU. I have e-mailed the author to ask further

questions and he responded promptly. I would even suggest this text book if you are studying to

take the certification exam and not taking a class. The shipping was fast.
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